
Lecture 9 
 

Hypothesis testing 
 

How do you compare a 
hypothesis to your data? 

 
•   using confidence intervals 
•   using sampling distributions 

 

Themes: Inferential statistics 

•  Population vs. sample 
•  Logic of hypothesis tests 
•  Hypothesis tests and confidence intervals 
•  Implications of sample size 

Hypothesis test: Definition 

•  Given evidence from a sample, 
– we test (decide whether to reject) the null hypothesis 

about the population 



Hypothesis Testing 
The Steps: 

1.  Define your hypotheses  

–  Null hypothesis (the null hypothesis is the “straw man” that 
we are trying to shoot down) 

–  Alternative Hypothesis 

2.  Specify your sampling distribution (under the null) 

–  Do a single experiment  

–  Calculate the p-value of what you observed  

–  Reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis 

Weights of doctors 
•  Experimental question: Are practicing doctors setting a good 

example for their patients in their weights? 

•  Experiment: Take a sample of practicing doctors and measure 
their weights 

•  Sample statistic: mean weight for the sample 

•  ! IF weight is normally distributed in doctors with a mean of 150 
lbs and standard deviation of 15 

    how much would you expect the sample average to vary if you 
could repeat the experiment over and over? 

Define Hypothesis 

What is a hypothesis? 

•  Hypothesis = Claim about a parameter 
– Claim about the population mean µY. 

•  Let µY be the average weight of all doctors in USA  

•  Two alternatives:  
–  null hypothesis (H0) 

•  a neutral claim 

–  research hypothesis (H1) 
•  one-tailed or two-tailed 



Hypothesis 

•  Two-tailed hypotheses 
  In general population, the average 

weight µY is equal to 150 

–  Null hypothesis 

–  Research hypothesis: 

•  One-tailed hypotheses 
   In general population, the 

average weight µY is equal 
to 150 

–  Null hypothesis 

–  Research hypothesis: 
doctors are not a 
good example! 

150:1 ≠YH µ

150:0 =YH µ
150:0 =YH µ

150:1 >YH µ

Null vs. research hypothesis: 
Picture 

   150 

H1 

H0 

H0: µY =150 
H1: µY > 150                H1: µY ≠ 150  
 

µY 

or 

2a. 

Hypothesis test: 
Sampling distribution method 

Hypothesis test: 
Sampling distribution method 

•  Assuming, provisionally, that H0 is true 
–  Draw what the sampling distribution would look like 

•  Where is your sample in this distribution? 
•  If your sample looks extreme (unusual) 

–  then the sampling distribution is implausible 
–  so you reject H0 



Specify sampling distribution 

Under the null hypothesis 

              doctors’ weights 

Standard 
deviation reflects 
the natural 
variability of 
weights in the 
population 

mean= 150 lbs; standard deviation = 15 lbs  

Relative frequency of 1000 observations of weight 

-1 SD +1 SD 

-2 SD +2 SD 

-3 SD +3 SD 

         1000 doctors’ weights    average weight  from samples of 2 

lbs6.10
2

15 mean   theoferror  standard ==

-1 SD +1 SD 

-2 SD +2 SD 

-3 SD +3 SD 

Under the null hypothesis 

          average weight  from samples of 10 

lbs74.4
10

15 mean   theoferror  standard ==

-1 SD +1 SD 

-2 SD +2 SD 

-3 SD +3 SD 

Under the null hypothesis 



Experimental results 

•  take 1000 samples of 100 doctors and calculate 
their average weight…. 

•  We are almost sure that 95% of sample means is 
between 147  and 153  

  average weight from samples of 100 

lbs5.1
100

15 mean   theoferror  standard ==

-1 SD +1 SD 

-2 SD +2 SD 

-3 SD +3 SD 

153
100
152150

; 147
100
152150

=+

=−

Using Sampling Variability 

•  In reality: the mean of population is unknown and 
we only get one sample of 100 doctors and calculate 
their sample mean weight!! 

•  But, since we have an idea about how sampling 
variability works, we can make inferences about the 
truth based on one sample. 

Do a single experiment 

•  Take one sample of 100 doctors 
•  You find an observed sample mean = 160 lbs  



 average weight from samples of 100 

Expected Sampling Variability of sample means 
for n=100  if the true weight is 150 (and SD=15) 

What are we 
going to think if 
our 100-doctor 
sample has an 
average weight of 
160? 

Under the null hypothesis 

average weight from samples of 100 

I f we d id th i s 
experiment 1000 
times, we wouldn’t 
expect to get 1 
result of 160 if the 
true mean weight 
was 150! 

Expected Sampling Variability of sample means 
for n=100  if the true weight is 150 (and SD=15) 

Under the null hypothesis 



average weight from samples of 100

“P-value” associated with this experiment

Under the null hypothesis p-value  = The probability of 
our sample average being 160 
lbs or more,  IF the true 
average weight is 150. Here p-
value is < 0.0001

Gives us evidence that 150 is 
not a good guess

Reject the null hypothesis!

Hypothesis Testing
The Steps:

1. Define your hypotheses (null, alternative)

– Null here: “mean weight of doctors = 150 lbs”

– Alternative here: “mean weight > 150 lbs” (one-sided)

– Specify your sampling distribution (under the null)

– If we repeated this experiment many, many times, the sample 
average weights would be normally distributed around 150 
lbs with a standard error of 1.5 

– Do a single experiment (observed sample mean = 160 lbs)

– Calculate the p-value of what you observed (p <0.0001)

– Reject or fail to reject the null hypothesis (reject)

Summary: Single population mean 
(known σ)

• Hypothesis test:

• Confidence Interval

Summary: Single population mean (known σ)

• Hypothesis test:

• we can exactly calculate the probability of seeing an average of 160 
lbs if the true average weight is 150 (i.e., if our null hypothesis is 
true):
P-value=P[N(0,1)>6.6 under H0]< .0001

• P-value< .0001 gives us evidence against our null hypothesis.
• = “The probability of seeing what you saw or something more 

extreme if the null hypothesis is true (due to chance)<.0001”  
• = “P(empirical data/null hypothesis) <.0001)”



P-value

• The p-value is computed assuming the null hypothesis is true. 

• The lower the p-value, the stronger the evidence that the null 
hypothesis is false (doubt on the null hypothesis). 

• The threshold for rejecting the null hypothesis (below which 
the null hypothesis is rejected)  is called the α level or simply 
α. It is also called the significance level. 

P-value
• When  p-value < α level,  the null hypothesis is rejected, 

the result is is said to be statistically significant. 
• It is very important to keep in mind that statistical 

significance means only that the null hypothesis is 
rejected;

• Not all statistically significant effects should be treated the 
same way. For example, you should have less confidence 
that the null hypothesis is false if p = 0.049 than 

p = 0.003. 

Significance tests (approaches)
• Fisher’s approach: a significance test is conducted and the 

probability value (also called p-value) reflects the strength  of 
the evidence against the null hypothesis. 
How low must the p-value be in order to conclude that the null 
hypothesis is false? 

! P-value < 0.01, the data provide strong evidence that the null 
hypothesis is false 

– 0.05 < p-value <0.01 the null hypothesis is typically rejected. A cut-off 
of p<0.05 means that in about 5 experiments out of 100, a result would 
appear significant just by chance (“Type I error”).

! 0.05<p-value<0.10 provide weak evidence against the null hypothesis, 
not considered low enough to justify its rejection.

! Higher probabilities provide less evidence that the null hypothesis is 
false.

Significance tests (approaches)
! Neyman and Pearson’s approach: specify an α 

level before analyzing the data. 
! If the data analysis results in p-value< α level, 

then the null hypothesis is rejected; if it is not, 
then the null hypothesis is not rejected. 

! If a result is significant, then it does not matter 
how significant it is. 

_ Therefore, if the 0.05 level is being used, then 
probability values of 0.049 and 0.001 are treated 
identically. Similarly, probability values of 0.06 
and 0.34 are treated identically 



average weight from samples of 100

P-value = 2%

i.e. about 2 out of 
100 “average of 
10” experiments 
will yield values 
160 or h igher 
even if the true 
mean weight is 
only 150

Two sided p-
value=4%

Expected Sampling Variability for n=10

Error and Power
• Type-I Error 
– Rejecting the null H0, when in reality this H0 is true. 

The researcher erroneously concludes that the null 
hypothesis is false when, in fact, it is true

• Type-II Error 
– Failing to reject the null H0 when the effect is real 

(H1 is true); the researcher does not reject the null 
hypothesis, when this Hypotheis (H0 )  is false.   

• POWER 
– The probability of correctly rejecting the null H0 

seeing (when, in fact, H0  is not true). 

Error rates
α : the probability of a Type I error
 
β: the probability of a Type II error. 

1- β: the probability of correctly rejecting a false null 
hypothesis   (it is called “power of the test”). 

• Lack of significance does not support the conclusion 
that the null hypothesis is true. Therefore, a researcher 
would not make the mistake of incorrectly concluding 
that the null hypothesis is true, when a statistical test 
was not significant. The researcher would just conclude 
that the test is inconclusive. 

Type I and Type II Error in a box

Your Statistical 
Decision

True state of null hypothesis

H0 True H0 False

Reject H0 Type I error (α) Correct

Do not reject H0
Correct Type II Error (β)



Statistical Power

•  Statistical power is the probability of finding an effect if it’s 
real. 

• We found the same sample mean (160 lbs) in our 100-doctor 
sample, 10-doctor sample, and 2-doctor sample.

• But we only rejected the null H0  based on the 100-doctor 
and 10-doctor samples.

• Larger samples give us more statistical power…(more on 
this later…)

Significance tests (approaches)
• When a significance test results in a high 

probability value (p-value), it means that the data 
provide little or no evidence that the null 
hypothesis is false. However, the high probability 
value is not evidence that the null hypothesis is 
true.

• Finding that an effect is significant does not tell 
you about the alternative hypothesis 

• Small effect can be highly significant if the sample 
size is large enough. Pay attention to effect size and 
confidence intervals!

2b.

Hypothesis test:
Confidence interval method


